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Dear Evan, 

 

It is with an immense sense of gratitude that I write to thank you for giving us abundantly 

more than we could have hoped or dreamed when we set out to find help to build systems 

within our business. 

 

We really needed help! After five years, in late 2008, we had grown from nothing into a 

fashion jewellery wholesale distribution business with five premises scattered across Europe, 

Australia and Asia. We realised we were not controlling and managing our business properly. 

If only we’d found Kolbe Systems sooner! 

 

Your systematic approach to organising our business has astonished me by its simplicity and 

power. I love the principles that you’ve taught me and can’t wait to fully put them into 

practice throughout our organisation. While we’ve only just finished our sessions with you, 

so haven’t implemented Kolbe Systems throughout our organisation as yet, I can see that the 

excellent results are virtually a foregone conclusion. You clearly provide greater value to 

every single one of your customers than they could know or expect before they acquire your 

product. 

 

Perhaps one of the things that I have loved the most as I’ve learned about Kolbe Systems is 

the way that you guarantee success by ensuring that your clients possess the prerequisites - 

an underlying successful business model and dedicated, ethical owners. With these two 

things in place, you are able to systematically transfer all the Kolbe Systems knowledge and 

tools to the business owners in such a way that ensures nothing is left unattended. The result 

is reliable: a comprehensive and systematic approach to every part of the business, so that 

every valuable required outcome is reliably produced in a way that can be measured. 

 

While I thought I knew a great deal about business, Kolbe Systems will revolutionise the way 

we do everything from now on. I had thought that only very large organisations could afford 

the time to devote to comprehensive systemisation, but now I feel empowered, knowing that 

comprehensive systems can be applied to any business. 

 

I will write to you again in a few months to let you know how we’re getting on. I fully expect 

to see measured improvements in productivity across all parts of our organisation. 

 

I will be wholeheartedly recommending Kolbe Systems to every business owner I encounter 

who is clearly ready to get organised. I just wish every organisation would be ready to take 

on this productivity-building, value-adding powerhouse that is Kolbe Systems! 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Tim Rushbrook 

Director 

Enhance Accessories Pty Ltd 


